To tackle with the dearth of outdoor space and to purify the indoor air along with as an element to beautify the interiors,
Quidle has come up with an innovative solution cum product called as “Bud”.
As indoor air is getting toxic and polluted, So,the idea behind Quidle is to improve air quality by adding greens at home
while taking care of the indoor ambiance and décor by replacing old and dull traditional planters and to give a whole new
experience to indoor gardening.
Quidle-Bud is a small nature-loving companion ready to look after its Users’ valuable plants. Bud will act as a one-stop
solution for the User whether He/She is a beginner and has never grown anything before or an expert and have a house
full of plants. Bud eliminates the need for plant parenting guesswork.
Features :1) Artifical Sunlight -Plants can be difficult to grow at home because they require direct/ indirect sunlight to thrive.
Unfortunately, no one can carry sunlight around to ensure that the plants receive the energy they require. But Bud
provides all the necessary wavelengths of light to completely replace the sun and allow to grow plants all year.
These potent QLEDs were chosen to support a diverse range of plants, and each wavelength stimulates a different
biological function in plants.
2) Self Watering - Quidle-Bud automates the process of watering in plants.
Regardless of how busy the Users’ are, the Bud watering system ensures that the plants receive the exact amount of
water they require—no more, no less—to maintain their health and beauty. The User only has to do is add water once a
week.
3) Home Décor- The purpose of the Bud is not just placed to achieve the purpose of greenery around. It can be placed to
even enhance the beauty of the interior spaces. The best part is Bud absorb itself to the surroundings as well as enhance
the beauty 24/7.
Not only these but also, Bud let the plant show off its beauty and freshness well by giving them a personal space to live
and charm in which help in enhancing the chic of the interior plants and spaces as well.
4) Diffuser - it will transform your indoors into a haven on days when you're stressed or in need of a mood boost.

www.quidle.in

Quidle Enterprise is a unique start-up with a vision to re-incarnate the Indoor world through innovation by
adding the essence of nature. The company focuses on the smart and conventional sections that allow customers
to cultivate their favorite plants at home and offices. The company's goal is to make gardening an easy
accessible hobby.
1) Quidle-Bud is a Smart Planter By taking care everything for you, the Bud Planter solves the challenges that
growing house plants faces, such as a lack of sunlight, difficulty watering, limited space, and the fact that plants
frequently require a lot of attention. You won't have to worry about them underwater or being overwatered, or
not getting enough sunlight or being exposed. Bud knows exactly what your plants require, whether it's edibles,
succulents, or ornamentals (You can grow anything at Home).
2) Quidle.in is an exclusive online shop for green indoor living and green gifting options. We deal with Indoor
Plants, Pots and Planters for home and office decor. We deliver the products at your door-step throughout the
India. (www.quidle.in)
Why Us ?
A wonderful collection of Indoor Plants & Pots.
Plant Care Guidance 24*7.
Delivery Across India.
Affordable Price.
Free Potting-Mix.
Free Fertilizer.
3) Services for GardenSetup - Transform your boring space into Green space. (Office, Balcony etc.)
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